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Resentment is expecting others to have the same level of awareness that
you have now. Shame is expecting your past self to have the same level of
awareness that you have now. 
With both resentment and shame,  what you're doing is creating separation.
When it  comes to other people ,  you resent them for not being on the same
page as you are ,  not being as aware spiritually as you are ,  etc . ,  I t 's  because
there's a part of you that wants so bad for you to be right .
In this case ,  you want to have reassurance that you are doing things right .
However ,  when it  comes to right and wrong,  it 's  polarity .  So if  I 'm right ,
you must be wrong.  Not that you are just different ,  that you're in a
parallel path that I  am, I 'm right .  So you must be wrong.  
I t 's  very natural for our ego to naturally want to create a separation by
what's right and what's wrong.  So you want to be right .  That 's what the
ego wants .  I t  wants you to stay right all  the time,  because you're right .
You're safe .  You're accepted.  You're loved.  You're l iked.  You're in the group
if you are right .  I f  you're wrong,  you're out .  So you are the right one in
your spiritual book.  And then this other person is wrong because they are
not doing what you're doing.
As a result ,  you outwardly create resentment towards them. I  am here .  And
you are over there .  I t 's  not necessarily your higher self that has this sort
of thinking.  Your ego will  start to think okay. 'Well ,  yeah,  we were right .
They must be wrong.  So we can't  associate with them. '  Then you find
yourself getting annoyed or getting triggered by them, but that is your ego
trying to protect you.
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Any time you create separation ,  defending yourself within others ,  that is
your ego.  Ego lives off of separation.  That the world is all  separate .  That
we are not all  one ,  but we don't all  come from the same cosmic matter ,
that my happiness isn't  your happiness .  That if  I 'm happy,  you must be sad.
If  I 'm rich ,  you must be poor .  I f  I 'm right ,  you must be wrong.  So whenever
we create that dichotomy, it  is the ego thinking ,  not higher self thinking.
The shame is when we don't want to take our whole self accepted.  When
we separate ourselves ,  we have shame toward one part .  We are just
associating things ,  that is not me.  You're almost creating an in crowd and
an out crowd within yourself .
Again ,  that is just ego ,  thinking that the only way to stay safe is to stay in ,
or to stay popular .  Resentment and shame are pretty much the same thing
- both are creating separation.  
Judging others for where you are in your life ,  spiritually for not being
where you are in your life spiritually ,  do you think that this is a
reflection of yourself? 
It 's  true that you're going to create separation ,  egotistically ,  because you
want to be right .  You want to have that reassurance ,  you likely are sti l l
shaky in your belief .  So you're reaching a lot of people who are in
disagreements .
Are you sure you believe this? Are you sure? It 's  because it 's  on your
mind and it 's  sti l l  shaking.  You're going to be attracting it  more .  You're
going to be seeing it ,  and that 's okay.  We have decades of thinking a
certain way,  so as you're transitioning your beliefs ,  i t 's  super normal to be
questioned by it  and use that as a reflection of yourself .  
Everything is to some degree ,  a reflection of us .
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